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Abstract
Pseudoknotted secondary structure prediction of nucleic acid molecules is an
important problem in computational molecular biology. In this thesis, we introduce
a Pseudoknot-Add algorithm for the problem of Predicting Pseudoknot Additions.
In this problem, one is given as input a sequence S and pseudoknot free structure
G, and the goal is to find the minimum free energy pseudoknotted structure R for
S, that contains G. The Pseudoknot-Add algorithm has an overall time complexity
of 0(n ), and a space complexity of 0(n ).
We call the class of structures that our algorithm can predict density-2 structures. The density-2 structures include kissing hairpin structures, which occur in
nature. Every density-2 structure R is a bi-secondary structure, i.e., can be partitioned into two pseudoknot free secondary structures G and G'.
Our algorithm can handle pseudoknotted loops with an arbitrary number
of bands.Other (9(n ) algorithms of Akutsu [12] and Dirks and Pierce [8] can not
handle more than three bands and two bands respectively. The 0(n ) algorithm
of Uemura et al. [13] can not handle density-2 structures with more than 3 bands
either.
With respect to given structure G, our algorithm finds the MFE density-2
structure i i containing G. The structure R is not necessarily the MFE density-2
structure of the sequence 5, since G is given.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

General Introduction

RNA plays many roles within cells. An RNA molecule is a sequence of nucleotides,
or bases of four possible types, denoted by the letters A, C, G and U (for Adenine,
Cytosine, Guanine and Uracil) connected by a backbone. The function of the RNA
within the cell is determined in large part by the three-dimensional structure of the
RNA molecule, when it folds. In turn, the three-dimensional structure is partly
determined by the secondary structure of the molecule. The secondary structure is
simply a list of the bonds that are formed between the individual bases within the
molecule.
Determining the secondary structure of an RNA molecule is an integral part
of understanding the function of the RNA molecules. While the secondary structure
of the RNA does not completely determine the three-dimensional structure of the
molecule, it does provide useful clues as to the function of the molecule. It is also
useful in reconstructing phylogenetic trees of organisms based on commonly evolved
RNA molecules. Methods for determining the structure of an RNA molecule in a
biology lab are expensive, and so a computational means for reliably predicting the
secondary structure directly from the base sequence would be very valuable.
Algorithms for predicting restricted types of secondary structures, called

1

pseudoknot free secondary structure, are well studied. The best algorithm has 0(n )
3

in time complexity. Algorithms for predicting more complex types of structures,
called pseudoknotted structures, are either costly or don't guarantee an optimal solution. There is a need for faster algorithms for pseudoknotted structure prediction.
The goal of this thesis is to find new ways to address this problem. One view
is that RNA molecules fold into complex, pseudoknotted structures by first folding
into a pseudoknot free structure, and then forming a more complex structure. Our
approach is to use a relatively fast algorithm for pseudoknot free structure prediction
first, and then efficiently build on this to find a pseudoknotted structure.
In the following sections of this chapter, we will discuss in detail what are
RNA pseudoknot free and pseudoknotted structures, algorithms for RNA secondary
structure prediction using a minimum free energy approach, and finally a brief conclusion to my work.

1.2
1.2.1

R N A Secondary Structure Background
Secondary Structure

RNA is usually single-stranded in its "normal" state, and this strand folds into a
functional shape by forming intramolecular base pairs among some of its bases. The
set of these base pairs is known as the secondary structure of RNA. For a molecule
with n nucleotides, we index the nucleotides from 1 to n, starting at the 5' end. We
write i.j if the nucleotide with index i is paired with the nucleotide with index j,
and i < j. Then a secondary structure R is a set of base pairs such that if i.j and
i'.f are distinct base pairs in R, then

and j' are distinct.

2

1.2.2

Pseudoknot Free Secondary Structure

A secondary structure R is pseudoknot free if V i j , i'.f e R, it is not the case that
i < i' < j < f.

An example of a pseudoknot free secondary structure is given in

Figure 1.1.When RNA is folded, some bases remain unpaired, forming loops in the
molecule. A hairpin loop contains exactly one base pair. An internal loop contains
exactly two base pairs. A bulge is an internal loop with one base from each of its
two base pairs adjacent on the backbone. A stacked pair is a loop formed by two
adjacent base pair i.j and (i +

— 1), thus they have both ends adjacent on the

backbone. A multi-branched loop is a loop that contains more than two base pairs.
An external base is a base not contained in any loop. Another way to illustrate
secondary structure is using arc diagrams. The arc diagram of the structure of
Figure 1.1 is given in Figure 1.2. In an arc diagram, points on a line represent
nucleotides in order from the 5' end, and arcs represent the base pairs.
Hairpin loop

External base
Figure 1.1: Pseudoknot Free Structure

3

Figure 1.2: Arc Diagram for the Pseudoknot Free Structure of Figure 1.1

1.2.3

Pseudoknotted Secondary Structure

A folding of RNA secondary structure such as that shown in Figure 1.3 is a pseudoknotted structure.
In an arc diagram of a pseudoknotted secondary structure, at least one arc
crosses another arc in the structure. More complicated loop types appear in pseudoknotted structures. These are described in detail in Section 2.3.
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Figure 1.3: Pseudoknotted Secondary Structure

1.2.4

Free Energy Model

Speaking qualitatively, bases that are bonded tend to stabilize the RNA, whereas
unpaired bases form destabilizing loops. Through thermodynamics experiments, it
has been possible to estimate the free energy of some of the types of loops that
arise. One approach to secondary structure prediction of an RNA strand is to find
the structure R for S with minimum free energy (MFE).

4

Computational methods for predicting the secondary structure of an RNA
or DNA molecule are based on models of the free energy of loops. The parameters
of these models are driven in part by current understanding of experimentally determined free energies, and in part by what can be incorporated into an efficient
algorithm. The free energy of a strand S with respect to a fixed secondary structure
R is the sum of the free energies of the loops of R.
One approach to secondary structure prediction of an RNA strand S is to
find the structure R for S with minimum free energy (MFE).

1.2.5

Algorithms for R N A Secondary Structure Prediction Using
Minimum Free Energy Approach

A very popular algorithm for finding the minimum free energy (MFE) secondary
structure without pseudoknots of an RNA molecule is Zuker and Stiegler algorithm
[4]. This method is the basis of the algorithms proposed in this thesis. Its input is
the primary RNA sequence and a pseudoknot free structure as an option, and it uses
a dynamic programming algorithm to find the pseudoknot free secondary structure
with the minimum free energy that contains the (optional) input structure.
Predicting RNA secondary structures including pseudoknots from the primary sequence of a molecule and using a thermodynamic model is a great challenge.
Firstly, the pseudoknots can be very complex; secondly, the forces that drive the
formation of pseudoknots are not well understood, thus the model is a rough approximation of what is believed to happen. Lastly, and most importantly, it has been
proved thatfindinga minimum energy structure among all possible pseudoknots is
NP-hard, although the energy function used in the proof is highly idealized [11].
Several algorithms are described in Chapter 2. We mention two of them here.
Rivas and Eddy [7] proposed a free energy minimization dynamic programming algorithm which, apart from the elementary structures considered by Zuker

5

and Stiegler [4], also includes pseudoknots. This was considered to be the first algorithm to determine the MFE structure over a large class of pseudoknots. The
algorithm is complex and its worst case complexity is 0(.n ) for time and 0(n ) for
6

4

space.
The work of Dirks and Pierce [8] introduces an algorithm for MFE prediction
of nucleic acids secondary structures which contain the most physically relevant
pseudoknots.

The algorithm has a complexity of 0(n ) for time and 0(n ) for
5

4

space. The class of predicted pseudoknots is more restricted than in [7].
The thermodynamic parameters for the pseudoknots have been generated
individually by each group.
Because of the high runtime complexity of these algorithms, they cannot be
used on long sequences. This motivates our work, described in the next section.

1.2.6

Our Work

Our algorithm predicts a pseudoknotted secondary structure in 0(n ) time com3

plexity using the MFE model.
Similar to Tinoco et al. [10], our approach to secondary structure prediction
including pseudoknotted structure involves two steps. First, find a MFE pseudoknot
free structure G from the input sequence using an 0(n ) algorithm. Next, find an
3

additional pseudoknot free structure G' using a new algorithm that takes G as input.
This new algorithm is the main contribution of our thesis. The final structure R is
obtained by joining G and G' together.

'

The final structure R is a bi-secondary structure [6], that is, it can be decomposed into two pseudoknot free secondary structures. Our approach doesn't handle
all bi-secondary structures. We give precise definitions in Chapter 2 of what we
can handle with our algorithm. We call the class of structures that our algorithm
can predict density-2 structures. The density-2 structures, include kissing hairpin

j
6

structures, which occur in nature. See Figure 1.4 for an example of a kissing hairpin
structure.
Also note that, with respect to given structure G, pur algorithm finds the
MFE density-2 structure R containing G. The structure R is not necessarily the
MFE density-2 structure of the sequence S, since G is given.

Figure 1.4: Kissing Hairpin

1.3

Outline

In Chapter 2, we discuss RNA secondary structure in detail, describe some previous
related work in RNA secondary structure prediction, as well as our terminology and
the energy model we are using in this thesis. In Chapter 3, we describe our algorithm
in detail, for predicting RNA pseudoknotted density-2 secondary structures in 0(n )
4

time and space complexity. Chapter 4 gives the conclusion and possible future work.
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Chapter 2

R N A Secondary Structure
In this chapter, we will discuss some related work in Section 2.1, and in Section 2.2
we will introduce the terminology regarding loops in a secondary structure. Section
2.3 describes some useful notation, and Section 2.4 introduces the energy model and
summary of energy constants and functions.

2.1

Related Work

Throughout the thesis, we use n to denote the length of a strand.We assume that
the bases of the RNA molecule are numbered from 1 to n, starting from the 5' end
and finishing at the 3' end.

2.1.1

Zuker arid Stiegler's algorithm

Zuker and Stiegler [4] developed a free energy minimization algorithm. For each i
and j with 1 < i < j < n, the algorithm determines which of four possible loops
(hairpin, stacked pair, internal or multi-branched), with the exterior pair (i.j), has
the lowest free energy. Recurrence relations are applied and a two dimensional matrix with all minimum free energies for each i and j is filled. As for the standard

8

dynamic programming algorithm, backtracking is necessary to calculate the set of
base pairs that gives the MFE secondary structure. Mathews et al. [15] implemented the Zuker and Stiegler's algorithm [4] as Mfold.

Andronescu's thesis [2] implemented the Zuker and Stiegler's algorithm [4]
as SimFold. The time complexity of Mfold and SimFold is 0(n ), and the space
3

complexity is (9(n ).
2

2.1.2

Algorithms For Pseudoknotted Structures

We describe four dynamic programming algorithms for finding minimum energy
pseudoknotted structures here, which are most important in practice.

Rivas and Eddy [7] described a dynamic programming algorithm for predicting optimal RNA secondary structure, including pseudoknots. The algorithm has
a worst case complexity of 0(n )
6

in time and 0(n ) in storage. They presented
4

an implementation of the algorithm that generates the optimal minimum energy
structure for a single RNA sequence, using standard RNA folding thermodynamic
parameters augmented by a few parameters describing the thermodynamic stability
of pseudoknots. They also predict 54 out of 63 SELEX-selected HIV-l-RT-ligant
simple pseudoknots, and most pseudoknots in short viral RNAs.

Dirks and Pierce [8] described dynamic programming algorithm for computing the minimum energy structure over a more restricted class of secondary structures. This algorithm uses 0(n ) time and 0(n ) space. On the class of pseudoknots
5

4

they can predict, they show their results are slightly worse for the false positives
and slightly better for the true positives when compared to Rivas and Eddy's [7]
algorithm.
In the work of Dirks and Pierce [8], the energy model for pseudoknots is

9

motivated by the standard treatment of multiloops.
We use their model in our work, we will describe more in Section 2.4.

Akutsu[12] and Uemura [13]also describe 0(n ) dynamic programming algo5

rithms that can handle a more general class of structures than Dirks and Pierce [8],
but uses a more simplistic energy model.

Reeder and Giegerich [14] have developed an efficient dynamic programming
algorithm for pseudoknotted secondary structure prediction that runs in 0(n ) time
4

and only 0(n ) space. However, the class of pseudoknots that their algorithm can
2

handle is rather restrictive, since it does not include kissing hairpins, and requires
that all bands are in fact helices (i.e. there can be no internal or multiloops in
helices).

2.1.3

Heuristic Algorithms for Pseudoknotted Structure

Batenburg et al.[16] were among the first to develop free energy based heuristic algorithms for predicting of pseudoknotted structures. They use a genetic algorithm
approach, and their algorithm is still among the best for prediction of long structures.

Ren et al.[l] have implemented a heuristic approach of prediction of RNA
secondary structure with pseudoknots using minimum free energy calculation. The
heuristic algorithm is based on an observation that structures with very low energy
are stable and more likely to form in the secondary structure. They calculate the
free energy of substructures in their algorithm and have a separate function which
does that. In Ren's implementation of the algorithm, Dirks and Piece's [1] free energy model is used. Although Ren's algorithm is applicable to any pseudoknotted
structure, in her implementation, only the free energy of structures described in

10

Dirks and Pierce's algorithm can be calculated because the way that the structure
is parsed follows their approach.

Ruan and Zhang [9] also used Iterative Loop Matching (ILM) as an approach to the prediction of RNA secondary structures with pseudoknots. Iterative
loop matching (ILM) is an extended dynamic programming algorithm that is able to
predict RNA secondary structures including pseudoknots. ILM cannot only predict
consensus structures for aligned homologous sequences, using combined thermodynamic and covariance scores, but can also be applied to individual sequences, using
thermodynamic information alone.

Rastegari[3] presents a comprehensive and precise classification of structural
elements and loops in a secondary structure, along with a linear time algorithm
for parsing secondary structures into their structural elements. Our definition of
density-2 secondary structures uses her classification.

2.1.4

Bi-secondary Structure

Witwer et al. [6] introduced a definition of "bi-secondary structure", which is a
union of two disjoint pseudoknotted free secondary structures. The pseudoknotted
secondary structures we can handle in our algorithm are a subset of the bi-secondary
structures.

2.2

Notation

We use the following notations when describing our algorithms. Throughout, let G
be a fixed pseudoknot free secondary structure.

ll

bp(G, i) : the position of the base that pairs with i in structure G, or -1 if
unpaired.
paired(G, i): true iff i is paired in the structure G.
cross : if i.j, i'.j', and i < i' < j < j', we say that pair i.j crosses pair i'.j',
and i'.j' crosses i.j.
arc(G, x)(where x is a base index): =(-1,-1) if there is no base pair i.j with
i < x < j, and otherwise equals the base pair i.j, such that i.j crosses x, and there
is no base pair i'.j' such that i'j' crosses x, and i < i' < j' < j.
inArc(G, x) : true iff a single base x is inside an arc of G, i.e. there is a
base pair i.j € G with i < x < j.

2.3

L o o p Classification a n d Related Definitions

Following is the terminology used to refer to loops and other standard elements in
a secondary structure. These definitions are mostly taken from and illustrated in
Rastegari[3].
region [i,j] : sequence of bases between i and j.
hairpin loop (or hairpin ): A hairpin loop contains one closing base pair
and all the bases between the paired bases are unpaired. The hairpin marked in the
Figure 1.1 contains 4 free bases.
Formally, the tuple (i, j) defines a hairpin loop in a given secondary structure
if i and j are paired, and A: is a free base, V A ; , i < k < j.
stacked loop: A stacked loop, also called stacked pair, contains two consecutive base pairs. The tuple (i,j) defines a stacked pair if i and j are paired and

i + 1 and j — 1 are paired. A stem or helix is made of a consecutive number of
stacked loops.
internal loop: An internal loop, sometimes called interior loop, is a loop
having two closing base pairs, and all bases between them are free. The tuple
(i, j, i',j'), with i + 1 < i' < j' < j — 1, defines an internal loop if i and j are paired,
12

i' and j' are paired, andfcis a free base, Vfc, i < k < i' and f < k < j.
bulge loop: A bulge loop, or simply bulge, is a special case of an internal
loop, which has no free base on one side, and at least one free base on the other
side. Note that, in fact, a stacked loop is also a special case of an internal loop,
with no free bases on either side. In this work, we will consider stacked loops and
internal loops to be distinct structures, but we include bulges in the internal loop
case, unless otherwise specified.
multi-branched loop: A multi-branched loop, or multi-loop is a loop which
has at least three closing base pairs. The tuple (i,j,ii,ji,...,im,j ),

with m > 2,

m

i < i\ < j\ <

<i

m

<j

m

< j defines a multi-loop with m + 1 branches if

i pairs with j, i\ pairs with ji,
i < fc <h,ji

< fc < iz,

,i

pairs with j

m

m

and fc is a free base, Vfc,

, jm <k < j.

multi-domain loop: The tuple

,id,3d),

< id < jd is a multi-domain loop if i\ pairs with ji,
fc is a free base Vfc, 1 < fc < ii, ji < fc < 12,

with d > 1 , i\ < j\ <
,

pairs with

and

,jd < k < n, where n is the length

of the sequence. The set of all base pairs whose indices are in the interval [ik,jk] is
called the domain closed by [ifc,j*:]closed region: We say that [i, j] is weakly closed if it contains at least one
base pair and for all base pairs i'.j' of R, i' £
that

if and only if j ' G

We say

is closed if either (i) i = 1 and j = n or (ii) [i, j] is weakly closed and

for all I with i < I < j, [i,l] and [l,j] are not weakly closed. Each closed region
corresponds to a substructure (subset of base pairs) of R.
pseudoknotted closed region

: We say that [i, j] is a pseudoknotted

closed region of R, if [i,j] is closed and i.j ^ R. We say that the indices i and j are
the left and right border of the pseudoknotted region
pseudoknot free closed region : We say that the closed region
pseudoknot free if there are no two pairs
32

< j.
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is

and ii-ji-, with i < h < 12 < ji <

pseudoknotted base pair : We say that i.j is a pseudoknotted base pair
if for some other base pair

in R,

i'.j'

crosses

i.j

We also refer to

i'.j'.

i

and j as

pseudoknotted base indices.
directly banded in: For a pseudoknotted base pair i.j, we say i.j is "directly banded in" i'.j' and write i.j •< i'.j' if:
(1)

i'

<i

< j

< j',

and

(2) For all a.b € R, a.b crosses

if and only if it crosses

i.j

"Directed banded in" is transitive:

i.j

^

i'.j'

^

i'.j'.

implies i.j

i".j"

<

i".j".

band: A band is a maximal chain of ;<. The minimum (maximum) base
pair in a band is the band's inner (outer) closing pair. If i.j is the inner and i'.j'
the outer closing pair of a band, then [i\i] and [j, j'} are the band's regions. For
example there are 3 bands in Figure 1.3 with regions: [1,2] U [7,8], [3,3] U [4,4] and
[5,6] U [9,10].
We say that base pair i.j or closed region [i, j] is contained in band [ii, i'^] U
b i i j i ] ; if and only if either

6

i.j

[ii,i[]

or i.j e L?i > Ji] - We refer to

and

i\

j\

by the

left and the right border of the band respectively.

[ii, i[] U

ji] is a band of pseudoknotted region [i,j] i f i < i i < j\ <j, and

there is no closed region \p, q] with i < p <i\ < j\ < q < j.
partial band: A partial band is a chain of -<.
inside a pseudoknot: A weakly closed region [i, j] is inside a pseudoknot
if there exists a pseudoknotted base pair

i'.j',

such that

i'

<

i < j

<

j'.

pseudoknotted loops: Assume that [i, j] is a pseudoknotted closed region.
Let

U

[iui[]

[j[,ji],

[Pi»9i], [P2.92],-",

[i2,i'2]

U [j' ,
2

j i ] , [ w U

U

[j'm,jm]

be the bands of

be closed regions which are nested in [i,j]

\pk,qk]

-

[i,j].

Let

((UHifa.^Du

(USib'ji Jl]))- The pseudoknotted loop corresponding to [i,j] is set of base pairs
{*i\7*i
in

[i,j]

^^ ^ }
m

-

u

{Pl-bp(R,Pi), qi-bp{R, qi)\l < I < k} together with the bases

Uf=ib/.9i] ~ UI^iHi.*/] -

say that the loop is closed by

[i,'j].

UiLilJlJl],

all of which must be unpaired. We

Note that all the closed regions [pj, qi\ inside the

14

loop are excluded except for pi.bp(R,pi) and qi.bp(R,q{), 1 <l < k.
interior-pseudoknotted loops: An interior-pseudoknotted loop contains
two base pairs i.j and i'.j' where i < i' < j' < j, all bases in [i+l, i'— l]U[j' + l, j — 1]
are unpaired and there is a band [6j, 6-]U[£V , bj] such that 6* < i < b' and b - < j < bj.
1

{

We refer to i.j and i'.j' as the interior-pseudoknotted loop's external and internal
base pairs respectively.
multi-pseudoknotted loops: A multi-pseudoknotted loop contains a base
pair i.j and k > 1 tuples (h,ji), (i , J2),
2

(ik,jk), where i < h < ji < i < 32 <
2

... < ik < jk < j , along with the bases in [i + 1, j — 1] — Ui<i<fcfa>.7']> °f which
au

must unpaired. Moreover, (i) there is a band [6;, 6^] U

such that 6j < i < b^,

and bj < j < bj, and (ii) there is exactly one tuple (ii,ji) for which [ii,ji] is not a
closed region and ii.ji spans a band (b^ < ii < b\ and b'j < ji < bj).
density: We define density as follows: Let L be a pseudoknotted loop closed
by i, j. We say a band [ii,i[] U [j[, j\\ crosses kiii\<k<

j\. Let #B(L, k) be the

number of bands of L that cross k. Then the density of L is:
density(L) — max (#B(L, k))

(2.1)

The density of R is the maximum density of L over all pseudoknotted loops L of
R. We say a structure R is a density-2 structure if the density of R is 2. Figure 2.3
illustrates density-2 secondary structures. Figure 2.4 shows a bi-secondary structure
that is not a density-2 structure. (See Section 2.1.4 for the definition of bi-secondary
structure.)

valid: a valid structure Rij for region [i,j] is a density-2 structure that
contains all base pairs of G in region [i,j].
prefix: The following definition is somewhat unintuitive, but needed for our
recurrences. Let G be a pseudoknot free structure over region [l,n]. Let R^ be a
valid structure over region [i, j], containing all base pairs of G in region [i, j]. We say
that Rij is a prefix of a density-2 pseudoknotted loop, if R U G is a density-2
15

structure, i starts the first (leftmost) band of a pseudoknotted loop of Rij U G, and
j is either (i) the right border of a closed region of the pseudoknotted loop, (ii)
the rightmost border of any band except the first band, and j is either unpaired in
G or the right border of the pseudoknotted loop, or (iii) an unpaired base of this
pseudoknotted loop that is not inside thefirsttwo bands (and not inside any nested
closed region).

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a Prefix: The circle dots show the valid positions of j,
and the crosses show the invalid positions of j.
band borders: b^^, b'^^,

^, ifyj) : Let l.V be a base pair, which must

not be in G, let [i, j] be a weakly closed region of G, such that I £

and I' £

The base pair 1.1' may cross base pairs of G. In this case, informally, the
B(ij),

b'^ ^,

are the outer left, inner left, inner right, and outer right borders of the

(at most two) band of G that /./' crosses. Formally,
6 )

=

b'

= max{fc|i <k<l<

(i)/

{il)

B

min{{/c|i <k <l < bp(k)} U {oo}}

bp(k)} U {-1}}

(2.2)

,

= max{bp{k)\k < I < bp(k) < j} U {-1}}

(lJ)

B[

= min{bp(k)\k < I < bp(k) < j} U {oo}}

u)

Note that if 6

(i)i)

^ -1, then bp(b^i)) = B

{lJ)
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and bp(b' ) = B'^
{iV)

(2.3)

'

(2.4)
(2.5)

i

b(i,l)

b(i,l)'

'

j

B(

ij).

B(lj)

j

Figure 2.2: Illustration of Band Borders

2.4

Energy

Model

Computational methods for predicting the secondary structure of an RNA or DNA
molecule are based on models of the free energy of loops. The parameters of these
models are driven in part by current understanding of experimentally determined
free energies, and in part by what can be incorporated into an efficient algorithm.
The free energy of a loop depends on temperature; throughout we assume that the
temperature is fixed. We first summarize the notation used to refer to the free
energy of pseudoknot free loops, along with some standard assumptions that are
incorporated into loop free energy models.We refer to a model that satisfies all of
our assumptions as a standard free energy model. This model is somewhat simpler
than that underlying mFold and Simfold, but our algorithm can be extended to
their more detailed model.
- CH(i,j):

gives the free energy of a hairpin loop closed by i.j, we assume

that for all but a small number of cases,

eHij

depends only on the length of the

loop, and the two paired bases i and j on the loop.
- es(i,j):

gives the free energy of a stacked pair that consists of

i.j

and

(i + l ) . ( i - l ) .
- L(i,j,i',j')'e

pair

i.j

gives the free energy of an internal loop or bulge with exterior

and interior pair

i'.j'.

The free energy of a multiloop with k branches and u unpaired bases is
a + bk + cu, where a, b, c are constants.
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The free energy of a sequence S with respect to a fixed secondary structure
Rij is the sum of the free energies of the loops of R^. Sometimes when the strand S
is fixed, it is convenient to refer simply to the free energy of the structure Rij. We
define the free energy of a strand S to be the minimum free energy of the strand,
with respect to all structures Rij.
A band is composed of stacked pairs, internal pseudoknotted loops and multipseudoknotted loops, and its energy is the sum of the energies of these loops.
We denote the total energy of band
We use e p(i,i

by

BE(i,j,i',j').

+ 1, j — 1, j) to define the energy of stacked pairs in a band,

st

and its value is

U

* 0.83. Other loops in a band have the same energy as if in

es(i,j)

a pseudoknot. If a band has no loops, i.e. consists of just one base pair, we define
its energy to be 0.
We use e ' i p ( i , r , r ' , j ) to define the interior-pseudoknotted loops, and its
nt

value is the minimum of

VBIij

or u.P

,

up

where

u

is the number of unpaired bases.

We define energy of multi-pseudoknotted loops to be same as pseudoknot
free internal and multi-loops, consistent with Dirks and Pierce [8].
Let R^ be a prefix of a pseudoknotted loop with respect to some pseudoknot
free structure G, The energy of R is the sum of the energies of all loops within R^
plus a penalty for each band and each unpaired base in [i, j] of the pseudoloop of
which Rij is a prefix.
The energy of an exterior pseudoknotted loop is calculated as: energy of
bands plus Pb * m + P

ps

*k + P

up

* u + P , where m is the number of the bands,
s

k is the number of nested closed regions, u is the number of unpaired bases. If the
pseudoknot is inside a multiloop or,a pseudoloop, P is replaced by P .
s

2.4.1

sm

Summary of Energy Constants and Functions

Table 2.1 summarizes the energy constants and function used in our energy model
for pseudoknotted structure.
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2.5

Problem Description

Assume that we are given an RNA sequence and a pseudoknot free structure G. Our
goal is to calculate the minimum free energy structure for the sequence that contains
the given G, has density at most 2, and is pseudoknot free when the given structure
G is removed. We call this the problem of Predicting Pseudoknot Additions.
Every density-2 structure R is a bi-secondary structure, i.e., it can be partitioned into two pseudoknot free secondary structures G and G'. This is because
if R is pseudoknot free, we can set G to R, and G' to the empty structure. If R is
pseudoknotted, we can partition the bands of R by alternately assigning them to G,
and G' from the left to the right, and the remaining base pairs can be placed in G.
Density-2 structures include pseudoknotted loops with an arbitrary number
of bands, see Figure 2.3a. They can also have nested pseudoknotted loops of arbitrarily large depth, see Figure 2.3b. However, not all bi-secondary structures are
density-2 structures, see for example Figure 2.4.
The 0(n ) algorithms of Akutsu [12] and Dirks and Pierce [8] also handle
5

only density-2 structures with at most 3 bands and two bands respectively. The
0(n ) algorithm of Uemura et al. [13] can handle bi-secondary structures that have
5

arbitrarily large density, see Figure 2.4, but can not handle density-2 structures with
more than 3 bands, see Figure 2.3. The 0(n ) algorithm of Rivas and Eddy [7] can
6

handle all density-2 structures. We emphasize however that our algorithm does not
necessarily find an MFE structure in contrast with Akutsu [12], Dirks and Pierce
[8], Uemura et al. [13], Reeder and Giegerich [14] and Rivas and Eddy [7].
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(a) Arbitrary Number of Bands

(b) Arbitrary Depth of Bands

Figure 2.3: Density-2 Secondary Structures

Figure 2.4: Bi-secondary Structure That Is Not a Density-2 Structure
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value

description

Name

(Kcal/mol)
p

sm

1

Pb
P
up

1

p
1

ps

PBE

energy of stacked pairs in a pseudoknotted loop
energy of interior loops in a pseudoknotted loop
penalty for introducing a multiloop
or multi-pseudoknotted loop
penalty for base pair in a multiloop
or multi-pseudoknotted loop
penalty for un-paired base in a multiloop
or. multi-pseudoknotted loop
the free energy of a hairpin loop closed by i.j
the free energy of a stacked pair that
consists of i.j and (i + l).(j — 1)
the free energy of an internal loop or bulge i.j
with exterior pair an interior pair i'.j'
or an internal pseudoknotted loop

e p(i,i + 1,3 - 1, j)
eintp{i,r, r',j)
st

a
b
c

9.6
15.0

penalty for introducing exterior pseudoknot
penalty for introducing pseudoknot inside
a multiloop or pseudoloop
penalty for band
penalty for an un-paired base
in a pseudoloop or band
penalty for nested closed region being inside
in a pseudoloop

Ps

>

e/f(i, j)
es(i,j)

eL(i,3,i',f)

0.2
0.1
0.1
0
e (z,i)*0.83
s

3.4
0.4
0

Table 2.1: Summary of Energy Constants and Functions. The value for P is the
same as the value for /?i of Dirks and Pierce [8]. The value for P
is the same as
the value for (3™ of Dirks and Pierce [8]. The values for Pf, and P ' are the same
as the value for 2*02 of Dirks and Pierce [8]. The values for P and PB
are the
same as the value for fiz of Dirk and Pieces [8]. In the case of an internal loop in a
pseudoknotted loop ei tp(i,r,r',j) is (r — i + 1) + (j — r' + 1).
s

sm

h

up

n
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up

Chapter 3

Algorithm
In this section, we present our algorithm, Pseudoknot-Add, for the problem of Predicting Pseudoknot Additions. The algorithm uses dynamic programming to calculate the free energy of several types of substructures. Following is the list of
different substructure energies calculated, for a given input sequence S = SiS2-..s

n

and pseudoknot free secondary structure G.
• Wij : the minimum free energy (MFE) of all valid structures
if i and j are not inside any arc of G, i.e. inArc(G,i)

region

and

over
inArc(G,j).

Otherwise, Wij is + 0 0 .
•WIij\

if
Wlij

is weakly closed or empty, given that R^ is inside a pseudoknot. Otherwise,
is + 0 0 .
•WI-j-.

if

the minimum free energy of all valid structures R^ over region

the minimum free energy of all valid structures R^ over region

is weakly closed, given that R^ is inside a band. Otherwise, WI-j is + 0 0 .
•VPij\

the minimum free energy of all valid structures R^ over region

in which i.j G Rij, and i.j ^ Gij , and i.j crosses"a base pair of G. Here the energy
of Rij is the energy of all loops within R^. Otherwise, VPij
•VP'ij-

is + 0 0 .

the minimum free energy of all valid structures R^ over region [i,j],

and 3r, i < r < j, either i.r G Rij, or r.j G Rij, and r.j or i.r crosses a base pair of
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G. Here the energy of

is the energy of all loops within R^. Otherwise, VP'- is

+00.

•Vij: the minimum free energy of all non-empty valid structures Rij over
region

if

is weakly closed or empty, where i.j forms a base pair of R^ .

Otherwise, V.j is + 0 0 .
•VBIij . the minimum free energy of all valid structures R^ over region [i,j],
4

if [i,j] is weakly closed or empty, assuming i.j closes a bulge or internal loop of R^.
Otherwise, VBIij is + 0 0 .
•VBI'iji. the minimum free energy of an all valid structures Rij over region
[i,j], if [i,j] is weakly closed or empty, assuming i.j closes internal loop of size /.
Otherwise, VBI^

is + 0 0 .

•VMij: the minimum free energy of all valid structures R^, over region
if [i,j] is weakly closed or empty, and i.j closes a multiloop of Rij. Otherwise, VMij
is + 0 0 .
•WMij\ the minimum free energy of all valid structure R^ over region \i,j],
if [i,j] is weakly closed or empty, and i and j are on a multibranched loop of R^.
Otherwise, WMij is + 0 0 .
•WMBij-. the minimum free energy of all valid structures Rij over region
[i,j], where R^ is a prefix of a density-2 pseudoloop. Otherwise, WMB is + 0 0 .
•BE(i,j,i',j'):

is the minimum free energy of a band or a partial band

[i,i'] U [j',j], in which i.j G G, and i'.j' G G. Otherwise BE(i,j,i',j')

is + 0 0 .

The value of each substructure type is stored in an array. In the next sections,
we describe how each is calculated. We illustrate each case with a figure, where we
use the following notations in our figures:
• The gray lines are the arcs given in G.
• The bold lines are the arcs formed in the new structure R^ — G.
• The normal black lines can be any arcs in R^.
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• The solid lines are for base pairs.
• The dotted lines connect bases that don't have to be paired.
• The clear shade within the arcs indicate that there are no additional base
pairs within the arc.
• The gray shade within the arcs are unknown structures.

3.1

Wij

Wij: is the minimum free energy (MFE) of all valid structures
i and j are not inside any arc, i.e. inArc(G,i)

and inArc(G,j).

over region [i, j],
Otherwise,

is

+00.

The base cases are as follows:
= 0, if j < i; and Wij = + 0 0 , if inArc(G,i),

or

inArc(G,j)

Otherwise, W^ is given by the following recurrences:

(1) min {W + W
i<r<j
ir

)

{r+l)j

inArc(r)

W^ = min <

(3.1)

(2) ^ (3) WMB

lj

+ P

s

We now argue that the recurrence is correct. The base cases are obvious.
Let Gij = Gf){i...j} x

i.e. the set of base pairs of G contained in region

Let Rij be a MFE secondary structure for

given a pseudoknot free secondary

structure Gij.
Case(l) handles the cases that 3r,i <r < j, bp(Rij,i) < r, and (bp(Rij,j) >
r, or bp(Rij,j) — —1). Case (2) handles the case that i pairs with j, i.e. i.j G Rij. If
Rij does not fall into case (1) or (2), it must be that paired(Rij, i) and paired(Rij,j),
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i

r+1

r

j

i

j

j

1

Figure 3.1: Illustration of Cases for W ^ .

but bp(Rij,i) > bp(Rij,j), let I = bp(Rij,j). Furthermore, I.j must a pseudoknotted
base pair in Rij, since case (1) and (2) do not apply. In this case, R% will be covered
by case (3). We add a P penalty for introducing a new pseudoknot.
s

3.2

Wlij

Wliji is the minimum free energy of all valid structures Rij over region [i,j], if [i,j]
is weakly closed or empty, given that R^ is inside a pseudoknot. Otherwise, WI^
is + 0 0 .

base case:
Wlij — +oo,
WI^ =
WIu

if arc(G,i) ^ arc[G,j)

Pup, if i = j

= 0, if i > j

2^

Otherwise, Wij is given by the following recurrences:

(1) mm\WI

it

Wlij

=

min <

+

WI j]
it+l)

(2) Vfj + Pp

Ubp(Rij,t) = - 1
if i.j S Rij, or ( paired(G,i)

S

(3-2)

and paired(G, j) )
(3)WMBij + P

sm

+ P

ps

(2)

(i)

t t+i

(3)

Figure 3.2: Illustration of Cases for WI^.
To see that the recurrence is correct, let R^ be a MFE secondary structure
for

given a pseudoknot free secondary structure Gij.
Similar to Wij, case (1) handles the cases that 3t, i < t < j, bp(Rij,i) < t,

and (bp(Rij,j) > t, or bp(Rij,j) = -1). Case (2) handles the case that i pairs with
j, i.j £ Rij. If Rij does not fall into case (1) or (2), it must be that paired(Rij,i)
and paired(Rij,j),

and bp(Rij,i) > bp(Rij,j), where

is a pseudoknotted closed

region Rij. In this case, Rij will be covered by case (3). Since WI^ is the structure
inside a pseudoknot, but not inside a band, we add a P

ps

penalty to case (2) and

(3) for introducing a new base pair in the structure, and add P

sm

(3) for introducing a new pseudoknot.
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penalty in case

3.3

WI'^
is the minimum free energy of all valid structures Rij over region [i,j], if

is weakly closed, given that R^ is inside a band. Otherwise, WI'^ is + 0 0 .
base case:
WI<j = +°°>
WI'

ij

+00,

i f

arc(G,i) ± arc{G,j)

if i = j

=

WI^ = +00,

ifi>j

Otherwise, Wij is given by the following recurrences:

(1)

WI[ +c

if b (G, i) :

(2)

WI' _ c

if bp(G,j)

P

i+1)j

i{j

1)+

(3) m i n ^ i ; + WI{ )
t+1)j

WI'^

=

if bp(G,t) = -1

mini

(3.3)

if i.j € Rij
and paired(G,j))
{5)WMBij + P

sm

+b

To see that the recurrence is correct, notice that it is similar to WI, except
we add two more cases (1) and (2) to handle a free base for each side of the region,
and use b as the penalty for introducing a new base pair in the structure instead of
P

3.4

VPi

VPij-. the minimum free energy of all valid structures Rij over region [i,j], in which
i.j € Rij, and i.j £ Gij , and i.j crosses a base pair of G. Here the energy of Rij is
the energy of all loops within Rij. Otherwise, VPij is + 0 0 .
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(!)

(2)

i

j

Figure 3.3: I l l u s t r a t i o n o f C a s e s for WIL.

VP^ = + 0 0 , if i > j or i.j d o e s n o t c r o s s a n y base pair of G, paired(G,i)
or

paired(G,j).
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Otherwise, VPij equals the min of
(l) Vl)(B(
W

i j r

l)+

W J

if inArc(G, i),

( B ( i j ) + l)W-l)

and inArc(G, j)

(2)^

. _ )+WV ..

( i + 1 ) ( v

)

1

(

) + 1 ) ( j

.

ii.inArc(G,

1 )

and

( 3 ) ^ + 1 ) ^ ^ - 1 ) + W/(B , l)(6 , - ) + ^7(6^ . i _ i )
(i

)+

(i

)

)+

1

inArc(G,j)

\HnArc(G,i),

)(j

and

inArc(G,j)

if (paired(G, (i + 1)),

(4)e p(z,i + 1, j - 1, j) + VP( i)(j--i)
st

i),

i+

and paired(G, (j — 1)))
(5)

min

(eintp{i,r,r',j)+
,>>( l j)}

i<r<min{B^ j
<max{6'

( r

,

j

T

B

VP >)
rr

if (paired(G, r),

r

ir

(

i

|

r

)

) < r ' < j

and paired(G, r'))
if paired(G, r)
if paired(G, r)

We now argue that the recurrence is correct. Cases (1), (2), and (3) handle
the cases that there are no other base pairs crossing the same band that i.j crosses,
we call the band B . Case (4) handles the case that there is only one other base
x

pair (i + l).(j — 1), which forms a stacked loop in R^. Case (5) handles the case
that there is at least one other base pair r.r' in the same band B as i.j. And also
x

i < r < mm{B'^ yb( ij)}
r

and max{6j , ^, B^ .)} < r' < j.

r

r

>T

and there is no base

pairs in the gap region [i,r] U [r',j]. Case (6) and (7) handle the similar condition
of case (5) except that case (6) allows other closed regions in the gap region [i, r)
and case (7) allows other closed regions in the gap region [r,j]. If Rij does not fall
into any case from (1) to (7), then r.r' will have one base r (or r') inside the band
region [B'^ y 5(t, )] (or [b( 'j), b'^,, ^]) and the other base r' (or r) outside the band
r

r

T
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region [B'^ y P(i, )] (
r

o r

r

[fyr',j)> ^\ ' j)])- Then r.r' will form a structure density of at
r

least 3, which is not allowed in our algorithm.

3.5

VPfj

VPij'- the minimum free energy of all valid structures Rij over region

and 3r,

i < r < j, either i.r E Rij, or'r.j E R^, and r.j or i.r crosses a base pair of G. Here
the energy of R^ is the energy of all loops within R^. Otherwise, VP^ is +co.

VPij = + 0 0 , if i > j

(3.5)

Otherwise,
(1)
VP(j

=

min
m a

mini

(2)

x{t,b

( l i

(VP« +

. }<l<
)

.)

if paired(G,r)

3

min

(W/; _ +1/P _ )
(|

1)

i(i

1)

if paired(G,r) '

%<r<min{B[ ]}
ily

3.6 Vij
Vjj: is the minimum free energy of all valid structures Rij over region

if [i, j]

is weakly closed or empty, where i.j forms a base pair of Rij . Otherwise, Vij is + 0 0 .
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if i >

-f-oo

j,

or

i is inside an arc, and j is outside the same arc of R^
j is inside an arc, and i is outside the same arc of Rij

(3.7)

i is paired or j is paired but

Vij — ^

not paired with each other in Rij
mm(e (i,j),e {i,j)
H

V

+

s

( i + 1 ) ( i

_ ,
1 )

VBIij, VM^)
where etf(i,j)

otherwise

gives the free energy of a hairpin loop closed by i.j. We assume that

for all but a small number of cases, eu(i,j)

depends only on the length of the loop

(and two paired bases Si and Sj on the loop). In particular if j — i is greater than
some constant,
es(i,j)

l).(j

en(i,j)

=

+00.

gives the free energy of a stacked pair that consists of

i.j

and

(i +

— 1). (i + 1) and (j — 1) are both unpaired or paired with each other in G.
This recurrence is identical to that used in pseudoknot free algorithms, so

we omit the proof here and for VBI in the next section.

3.7

VBIij

In turn , VBIij is the minimum free energy of all valid structures R^ over region
[i,j],if [i, j] is weakly closed or empty, assuming i.j closes a bulge or internal loop
of Rij. Otherwise, VBIij is + 0 0 .

VBI^ = + 0 0 ; for j

VBIij =

—

i <

1

min {eL(i,j,i',j')+Viiji),

where all bases between

i<i'<j'<j

[i,i']

and [j',j] are unpaired

(3.8)
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L(i,3,i'\j')'-

e

gives the free energy of an internal loop or bulge with exterior

pair i.j and interior pair i'.j'.
VBIij can be computed in 0(n ) time using [4] as follows:
3

VBIij

where VBI'(i,j,l)

=

mmVBI'(i,j,l)

(3.9)

is the minimum free energy of an internal loop of size /

with exterior base pair i.j.

VBI'(i + l,j -1,1-2)

VBI'(i,j,l)

=

+ size(l) + f(l - 2) + stacking(i.j)

= stacking(i + I.j — 1)

mini

^(*+i)C;-J-i) + ( J,
eL

V(

i+i+1)(j

i

i

(3.10)

+ 1. j ~ ~ 1)
1

- - i ) + eL(i,j,i + I + l,j - 1)

under the assumption that the destabilizing energy can be split into contributions from:
1. the size of the loop,
2. the asymmetry of the loop,
3. the stacking energies of the interior and exterior base pairs with the
nearest unpaired bases:

ei(i,j, i',j') = size(i'—i+j—j'—2)+asymmetry(i'—i—l,j—j'—l)+stacking(i.j)+stacking(i'.j')

(3.11)
and also that the lopsidedness and the size dependence of the asymmetry
function can be separated out, or more specifically that:

asymmetry{k + 1,1 + 1)

— asymmetry(k,l) + f(k + I)
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(3-12)

3.8

VMa

VMij is the minimum free energy of all valid structures R^, over region

if [i, j]

is weakly closed or empty, and i.j closes a multiloop of R^. Otherwise, is + 0 0 .
Using the approximation for the free energy of a multiloop (including pseudoknotted
multiloops), we can obtain a recurrence that calculates the loop cost as the sum of
two subparts.

(1) . m i n . _ ( l ^ M
+i

i

{2)WMB _
{i+w

{l+1)(/l

_

+ WM .

1)

h{i x)

+ a)

(3.13)

+a + P

x)

sm

Case (1) is the same as in pseudoknot free structure, and case (2) handles
that there is one or more pseudoknotted loop in the multiloop.

3.9

WMa

WMij is the minimum free energy of all valid structure Rij over region

[i,j]

is weakly closed or emptyassuming that i and j are on a multibranched loop. Now
WM can be defined as follows:
base case:
WMij = +00 ; for i > j

(
(2)WM

+c

if i is unpaired

{i+1)j

WMa

= min < (3)

if j is unpaired

WM _ c
i{j

1)+

(4) min (WMit +
(5) WMBij + P

sm
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WM )
(t+1)j

(3.14)

Case (1) to (4) are the same as in pseudoknot free structure, and case (5)
handles the cases of pseudoknotted loop in the multiloop.

3.10

WMB.,

WMBij

is the minimum free energy of all valid structures Rij over region

where Rij is a prefix of a density-2 pseudoloop. Otherwise, WMB is +oo.
WMBij

= +oo,

for i > j

Otherwise, WMBij = min
(1) 2P +
6

min

(BE(iMG,i),b' ,bp(G,b' ))
{itl)

{il)

if paired(G, j)

i<l<bp(G,i)

and paired(G, i)
(2) P +
b

min

{BE{bp{G,j),j,bp{G B{ ),B{ . )
1

\ ,JI

bp(G,j)<l<j

+ WMBu +

l])

l )

if paired(G, I)

\ ui

WI

[l+1)B(lj)

and paired(G,j)

(3.15)
(3)P +
6

min

t<3
inArc(G^j ,1)
i)

(BEibpfrB^B^MGiBl^lBfa)

+ WMBi(i_i) +
(4)

if paired(G,j)

VP ),
tj

VPij+P

b

(5) wmiWMBiw

+ WIij),

Xbp(G,j)

<j

i<Kj

We argue the correctness of this recurrence as follows:
Case (1) handles the case that there are only two bands in Rij, and the right
band of the pseudoknotted loop is not in G. Case (2) handles the cases that the right
most band of the pseudoknotted loop is in G, i.e., paired(G,j).

Case (3) handles

the case that there are more than two bands in the structure, and the right most
band of the pseudoknotted loop is not in G, i.e., paired(G,j).

Case (4) is where i

pairs with j, i.j is the last left base pair in the structure, and since it is part of the
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pseudoknotted structure, will be covered by VP, and we also add a penalty of Pb
for pseudoknotted base pair. If Rij doesn't fall into case (4), then it must be that j
is not paired with anything, and will be handled by case (5) where WI will handle
the free bases right of the last paired base, we call it I, in R^ where

will form

a pseudoknotted structure, and be taken care of a new WMB.

3.11

Band-Energy

BE(i,j,i',j')

BE

is the minimum free energy of a band or a partial band

in which i.j £ G, and i'.j' £ G. Otherwise BE(i,j,i',j')

BE(i,j,i',j')

BE{i,j,i,j)

is +oo.

=+oo, if not the case that i <i' < j' < j

=0, if * < j
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U

Otherwise, BE(i, j, i'f) = min
(1) e (i,i

+ l,j - 1, j) + BE(i +

stP

if bp(G, (i + 1)) = (j - 1)

(2) e p(i,l,bp(GJ)J)+BE(lMGJ),i',f)

if paired(G,l),

int

and (paired(G, k) for all k, ((i < k < I)
or

(bp(G,l)<k<j)),

and (i < I < i')
and {j'
mWI{ _ BE(lMG,l),i'
i+m

+WI'

l)+

<bp(G,l)<j)

if paired(G, I)

,j'

and for all A;, i < k < I, ( if paired(G, k),

(6p(G,0+l)(j-l)

then z < bp(G, k) < I)
and for all k, bp(G, I) < k < j,
( if paired(G, I), then bp(G, I) < bp(k) < j)
(3.16)
and (i < I < i') and (/ < bp{G, I) < j)
(A)WI[ _ BE(lMG,l),i',f

if paired(G, I)

+c(j-bp(G,l)

and for all k, i < k < I, ( if paired(G, k),

i+m

1)+

+ l)

then i < bp(G, k) < I)
and paired(G, k) for all k, bp(G, I) < k < j
and(i < I < i')and(j' < bp(G, I) < j)
(5)c(l -* + !)+ BE(l, bp{G, I), i',f

if paired(G, I)

+WI'

and for all k, bp(G] I) < k < j,( if paired(G, k),

(6p(G,0+l)0-l)

then bp(G, I) < bp(G, k) < j)
and paired(G, k) for all k, i < k < I
and(i < I < i')and(f <= bp(G, I) < j)
We now argue the correctness of this recurrence as follows:
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Case (1) handles the case that there is only one another base pair

1)

of G, which forms a stack loop in BE, Case (2) handles the case that there is at least
another base pair l.bp{G, I) in the same band of i.j, i.e. paired(G, I) &ndpaired(G, k)
for all i < k < I and bp(G,l) < k < j, and (i < I < i') and (/ < bp(G,l) < j)Case
(3) handles the similar situation of Case (2) except that there are other closed region
allowed in the gap region [i,l] U [bp(G, I), j].Case (4) covers the case that the right
side is empty (and we must pay the unpaired base penalty c for each unpaired base).
In this case the left side must be non-empty because this is how we define WV. Case
(5) is the same but with the left hand side being empty and the right side being
nonempty.

3.12

Analysis

Complexity for Each Recurrence:
There are two variables of the recurrences of W^, and in Case (1) of W^, we
take the minimum over an r, where 1 < r < j, so the complexity of case (1) will
be 0(n ), in Case (2) and (3), no more additional variable is added. So the overall
3

complexity of

is 0(n ).
3

Similar to Wij, we can conclude that the complexity of Wlij is 0(n ), the
3

complexity of Vij is 0(n ), the complexity of VBI^ is 0(n ), the complexity of
2

VBr

3

is 0(n ), the complexity of VM^ is 0(?i ), the complexity of WMij is 0(n ),
3

ijt

3

3

the complexity of WMBij is 0(n ). The complexity of VPij as given in Section 3.4
3

is 0(n ), since we minimize over r and r' in case (5) of the recurrence. However,
A

this can be modified to get an 0(n ) complexity, by using the same technique as
3

that used for VBI. The complexity of VP'- is 0(n ).
3

The complexity olBE(i,j, i',j') is 0(?i ). We only need to calculate BE(i,j, i',j
3

for pairs i.j, i'.j' that are nested in G. There are 0(n ) such pairs. Each value
2

BE(i, j, i',j') can be calculated in 0{n) times. So the overall complexity of BE{i, j, i',j'
is 0(n ).
3
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For details of the complexities of VBUj and of

VBI' ,
ijt

please see Section 3.7

for more information.

So, the overall complexity of our Predicting Pseudoknot Additions algorithm
is 0(n ).
3
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Future Work
4.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, we introduce a Pseudoknot-Add algorithm for the Predicting Pseudoknot Additions. Our algorithm predicts a pseudoknotted secondary structure in
0(n ) time complexity using the MFE model. The Pseudoknot-Add algorithm has
3

an overall time complexity of 0(n ), and a space complexity of 0(n ).
3

3

Our approach to secondary structure prediction including pseudoknotted
structure involves two steps. First, find a MFE pseudoknot free structure G from
the input sequence using an 0(n ) algorithm. Next, find additional pseudoknot free
z

structure G' using a new algorithm that takes G as input. This new algorithm is
the main contribution of our thesis. The final structure R is obtained by joining G
and G' together.
The final structure i i is a bi-secondary structure, [6], that is, it can be decomposed into two pseudoknot free secondary structures. Our approach doesn't handle
all bi-secondary structures.
We call the class of structures that our algorithm can predict density-2 structures. The density-2 structures include kissing hairpin structures, which occur in
nature. Every density-2 structure R is a bi-secondary structure, i.e., can be partitioned into two pseudoknot free secondary structures G and G'.
42

Our algorithm can handle pseudoknotted loops with an arbitrary number of
bands, see Figure 2.3a, Other 0(n ) algorithms of Akutsu [12] and Dirks and Pierce
5

[8] can not handle more than three bands and two bands respectively. The 0(n )
b

algorithm of Uemura et al. [13] can not handle density-2 structures with more than
3 bands either.
With respect to given structure G, our algorithm finds the M F E density-2
structure R containing G. The structure R is not necessarily the MFE density-2
structure of the sequence S, since G is given.

4.2

Future Work

We have only finished the preliminary implementation of the Pseudoknot-Add algorithm. Further testing of the running time and sensitivity measurement of the
implementation can be an important step for future work.
We can only handle density-2 structures for the algorithm. To generalize the
algorithm that can predict more general pseudoknotted secondary structure will be
another important way for future work.
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